Resident Stories
Meet Neal Gamsky
Success{FULL} role model
Dr. Neal Gamsky describes himself as “a
high-energy person.” The 84-year-old leads
an active life with Irene, his wife of nearly 60
years. Born into “abject poverty”, Neal met
Irene in elementary school. The two later
became high school sweethearts. At age 25,
after graduating from college with bachelor’s
degrees in education—and his two-year stint in
the US Army completed—they married.
Education and working with young people
have played a central role in the couple’s lives.
Irene, a teacher, earned a master’s degree in
counseling. Neal followed his time in the army
with law school, a master’s in psychology, and
three years as a high school counselor. “I guess
the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree,” he says
of their two daughters, who also have advanced
degrees.
In 1962, a persistent professor persuaded Neal
to pursue a doctorate—and the degree opened
a new life chapter. He worked in a psychiatric
facility at the University of Wisconsin and
for the state in mental health. This led to an
opportunity at Illinois State University (ISU).
“They brought me there to start a counseling
center and teach clinical psychology,” Neal
shares. “I became a full tenured professor,
and I taught for several years before being
appointed Vice President and Dean of
Students”; he continued to teach clinical
psychology for another 20 years. Today, three
awards at ISU are named after him.

Building a life at Touchmark
Since moving to Touchmark, the couple has
become involved in numerous activities offered
through the Full Life Wellness & Life Enrichment
Program™. They continue to participate in
outside activities, as well. Neal enjoys trophy
fishing, gardening, and photography; reads
medical research and financial reports (“it keeps
my brain sharp”); and attends plays, musicals,
and lectures with his wife. In addition, he
exercises for two hours on most days of the week.
Neal serves on the Touchmark Resident Council
(he was formerly president), and the party-loving
couple invites other residents into their home “so
we can get to know them.” They are also ICAA
Champions. “I like trying to get people involved
in trips and other activities,” Neal says.

(over)

He encourages others to eat well, exercise, and
participate in intellectual activities.
For Neal, active aging “means engaging
yourself physically, mentally, and emotionally
in the community and for yourself. You have to
stay active—exercise, be involved intellectually
and emotionally, and interact socially. It
means having a sense of curiosity.”

their biggest worry about growing old. “You’ll
never guess what most students answered,”
says the former high-school counselor and
grandfather of four—“getting wrinkles!” Among
the words of wisdom he shared with the
students? “Age is not a matter of years; it’s a
matter of perception.”

Outside the community, the couple advises
older friends to downsize. “Things don’t create
your life, people do,” Neal observes. “We let
friends know that you’re not giving up your
life when you downsize. Instead, you’ll be
more engaged in life, if you move out of a large,
demanding home.”
It’s all about perspective
Neal also finds that a positive attitude to
aging makes a difference. “I’m trying to grow
old cheerfully,” he stresses. Someone who
naturally jokes a lot, he cites the example of his
mother, who died at age 96 and “always chose
to look forward to tomorrow.”
Travel is a particular passion. Every year
includes a three-month stay in Florida for
the couple, who’ve “been to all 50 states and
visited every presidential home, museum,
birthplace, and many of their graves,” Neal
shares. The world travelers have explored
every country in Europe, plus Finland, Russia,
Africa, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and South
America. His once or twice a year travelogues
are enjoyed by Touchmark residents.
Young people, too, have learned from these
active-aging role models. “My wife and I gave
back-to-back presentations—six of them—to
high-school health classes for sophomores,
juniors, and seniors combined,” Neal reveals.
Pre-presentation surveys asked the teenagers
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